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Abstract

Storage-area networks are a popular and efficient way of building large
storage systems both in an enterprise environment and for multi-domain
storage service providers. In both environments the network and the
storage has to be configured to ensure that the data is maintained securely and can be delivered efficiently. In this paper we describe a model
of mandatory security for multi-domain storage services that is flexible
enough to reflect the data requirements, tractable for the administrator,
and implementable as part of an automatic configuration system. We
describe the model abstractly, its implementation as part of a prototype
SAN configuration system written in OPL, and illustrate its operation
on a set of sample configurations.
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1.

Introduction

Storage-Area Networks (SANs) constitute an important element in
modern IT infrastructures due to their efficient management of the underlying storage capabilities in environments shared by several servers,
applications, users or even organisations. The purpose of any SAN service is to provide virtual disk services, called datasets, to its clients,
typically file systems or database servers. Each dataset acts like a physical disk to the client applications. However, unlike a physical disk,
which has a fixed set of properties that were set when the disk was designed, a dataset has a set of requirements that are specified when the
dataset is created and may be changed over the life of the dataset. These
properties may include current capacity, availability of the dataset service in the face of component failures, reliability of the data stored on
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the dataset in the face of media failures, and any real time performance
requirements. These requirements may be in excess of what can be provided by any physical device, but it is up to the SAN to configure itself
to meet the requirements.
Like any other multi-user system, a SAN also has security requirements. These can include data privacy; protecting data from unauthorized readers, data integrity; protecting data from unauthorized updates,
and additional privacy of the data traffic. In an enterprise configuration,
this is often done by a combination of security kernels in the SAN devices
themselves, as well as firewalls that restrict access of the SAN service
to those client machines authorised to use the service. In such an environment, both the firewall and the SAN’s own internal security system
must be breached before unauthorized access can take place.
The kind of attack we are concerned with in this paper is an attack by
an authorized user of the SAN. This is more likely to take place in a large
enterprise SAN environment shared by a wide range of organizations, or
in a service provider that is providing storage services to many different
customers. In such an environment, the administrator cannot use the
firewall to prevent the attack because it is initiated from a valid user
of the SAN that must be allowed to use the service. The administrator
must rely on the SAN’s internal system only to determine which datasets
can be accessed, and which ones cannot.
Using a single SAN system for storing multiple datasets that are to
be accessed by many different authorized clients means that the implementation of the SAN’s system has to be trusted to provide the correct
semantics. This reliance on a single layer of software to provide data
separation is a potential soft spot in the security of the system. One
solution to this security problem, which we adopt in this paper, is to
specify carefully the data separation requirements on the SAN. Once
such requirements are specified, this will lead to a search for an acceptable SAN configuration that will maintain a low risk level associated
with losing the privacy or integrity of the data being stored on the SAN.
In this paper, we propose a model of mandatory security for SANs.
The primary contribution in this paper is the development of a framework that can be used to calculate the best multilevel secure configuration of a SAN. The ‘best’ configuration is based on tradeoffs that can be
made on the basis of the potential risk of compromise of the components
that are available to make up the SAN. Finding the best configuration
is reduced to a constraint satisfaction problem within the framework.
We do not consider how underlying security services for SANs might
be implemented [15], rather, we take a modelling approach and provide
an abstract definition of what is meant by security in a SAN. We are
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concerned with threats from insiders, and in particular, the primary
contribution in this paper is the development of a framework that can
be used to determine a secure configuration of a SAN. In addition, the
selection of a configuration is guided to be within some acceptable level
of risk that is defined by the security administrator.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. § 2 reviews related
work and a model of SANs is developed in §3. § 5 develops a model for
a secure SAN configuration based on the security model described in §4.
We outline an OPL §6 implementation of the algorithm used in searching
for acceptable SAN configurations. Finally, in §7, we conclude the work
and give directions for future work.

2.

Related Work

In this paper we build on research from several different areas: security
modelling, storage configuration, and constraint programming. Storage
configuration has received much commercial attention in recent years
and various systems for optimizing construction of SAN systems have
been built and deployed. Industry working groups have been developing
standards for interoperability in management and configuration and in
describing storage requirements and device capabilities (see [5; 11; 13]).
Automated configuration of storage systems has been explored by HP by
[24; 1]. Simultaneous satisfaction of performance, capacity, cost and reliability requirements in RAID system configuration has been described
by one of the authors [22].
We use techniques from constraint programming to state and to solve
this configuration problem. Configuration problems have been attacked
using constraint programming for several years [19; 7] and people have
solved these problems both by using generic tools and developing specialized tools. We use OPL [12], because its simple logic based style
makes it easy to experiment with different security models and then to
speed up the solution using domain specific information. It is likely that
using more specialized configuration based solvers will be more efficient
at solving large instances of this type of problem.
The goal of this paper is to develop a model of a secure SAN that ensures that datasets are properly separated, allocated and managed across
the SAN. There is a resemblance between this problem and the Chinese
Wall security policy [4]: different datasets must be allocated across a
SAN in such a way that their storage and access using the underlying
SAN components does not give rise to conflicts. We use a label-based
model [6; 9] to represent this type of security in SANs. While conceptually simple, lattice/label-based models can be used to characterize
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mechanisms that support a wide range of mandatory security requirements, including multilevel security [2; 23; 9], Chinese Walls [8; 17; 21],
separation of duty [9], well-formed transactions [9; 16], and Role Based
Access Controls.
Existing research that considers the automatic configuration of systems to meet security goals includes [14; 18]. In [18], Millen adapts
Meadows lattice-based Chinese Wall mechanism [17] to determine optimal configurations that can survive component failures. [14] considers
the configuration of multilevel secure systems to support multilevel secure workflows.

3.

Storage-Area Networks

The structure of a SAN is illustrated in Figure 1. This structure is
described in the following paragraphs.
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The Structure of a SAN.

Disks.
These are the physical storage units that may include tapes,
hard disks, optical and solid state devices. We write the set of all disks
as DISK = {disk, disk 0 , . . .}.
Disks Controllers.
In general, disks may either be a direct part of
the SAN, or more typically, they are packaged as part of a storage array
that is controlled with one or more controllers. Each controller has a
direct access to the array and, in general, the controller will retain a few
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spare disks inside the array for use in the event of a failure. We refer to
the set of disk controllers as CONTROLLER = {cntr, cntr 0 , . . .}.

Logical Volumes.
A controller usually builds one or more large
virtual disks, which we call logical volumes, out of the physical storage
units that it is connected to using RAID techniques [20]. For availability
reasons, logical volumes are not typically tied to a single controller and
the failure of the primary controller will trigger its back-up to start and
serve the logical volumes.
We define the set of logical volumes as LV = {lv, lv 0 , . . .}. Furthermore, we define the following two functions, which relate logical volumes
to disks and controllers, respectively:
partOf : DISK → LV
serves : CONTROLLER → ℘(LV )
Hence, partOf (disk) = lv denotes that disk is part of the logical volume lv, and serves(cntr) = {lv1 , . . . , lvn } denotes that logical volumes
lv1 , . . . , lvn are served by controller cntr.

Datasets.
A dataset is a collection of related data files that are accessed by applications as a unit. Controllers implement the datasets
by constructing RAID-based logical volumes with the appropriate properties out of a set of identical physical disks and partitioning them to
datasets of the appropriate size. Examples of datasets include the set
of web files comprising a website, the set of files holding a database
and a user’s email files. We write the set of datasets as DATASET =
{data, data0 , . . .}.
The following function relates datasets to logical volumes:
storedOn : DATASET → LV
such that storedOn(data) = lv signifies the fact that the dataset, data,
is stored on the logical unit, lv.

Applications, Streams, and Servers.
Applications, which constitute a set, APP = {app, app0 , . . .}, are active entities that read and
write information stored in one or more datasets. In effect, datasets are
regarded as virtual disks that are accessed by applications using streams.
A stream is regarded as a triple:
(app, op, data) ∈ STREAM
where an application, app, accesses some dataset, data, using operation,
op ⊆ {R, W }, which is a subset of the Read and W rite capabilities.
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At any one time, an application runs on a particular application
server , which in turn, it may be running more than one application.
We write the set of application servers as SERVER = {srv, srv 0 , . . .},
and we define the following function, relating applications to their application servers:
runsOn : APP → SERVER
such that runsOn(app) = srv expresses the fact that application, app,
is currently running on the application server, srv.

Switches.
SAN switches, much like switches in a LAN, are used to
connect the components of a SAN (i.e. its controllers, other switches
and application servers) and to connect a SAN to a set of LANs. For a
SAN application to be able to access a SAN, the application must either
be connected to the LAN which is connected to the SAN, or it must be
directly connected to the SAN via a network controller specific to the
SAN fabric being used.
Assuming that DEVICE = CONTROLLER ∪ SWITCH ∪ SERVER
is the set of devices of a SAN, ranged over by dev, dev 0 , . . ., then we can
define the following function:
connects : SWITCH → ℘(DEVICE )

such that connects(swt) = {dev1 , . . . , devn } denotes the fact that swt
currently connects the devices, dev 1 , . . . , devn .

4.

A Label-based Security Model

In this section we propose a basic mandatory label-based security
model that will be used in the next section to characterize security in
SANs. The model is based on the Bell-La Padula model with partially
trusted subjects [6; 9]. It has been shown that a wide variety of application security policies can be encoded in terms of label-based policies.
A label-based security policy is a lattice of security labels (classifications), SC, with partial ordering, ≤, and the least-upper and greatestlower bound operators, t, u, respectively. An example is the multilevel
security policy with labels, SC = {unclassified , secret, topsecret }.
Let ENTITIES represent the set of all components that can source
and/or sink information (disks, controllers, applications, etc.). Every
entity, e, is bound to an interval of the policy lattice, where int(e) =
(x, y) ∈ SC × SC, and x ≤ y, is interpreted to mean that entity e may
sink information at class y or lower and may source information at class
x or higher. We also write int(e) = [int ⊥ (e), int> (e)].
If entity e is a subject (in the traditional sense) then int(e) = [x, y]
corresponds to a partially trusted subject that may view/read informa-
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tion at class y and lower (vmax) and may write/alter information at class
x and higher (amin). Conventional objects may be interpreted within
this model as entities that are bound to an interval [x, x] with a single
level. Informally, int(e) = [x, y] means that an entity, e, can be trusted
to properly manage multilevel information within the security interval,
[x, y].
Within this model, the definition of a secure system is simply a generalization of the Bell-La Padula axioms (the simple security condition
and star property). A system is secure if for all entities, A and B, such
that information can flow from A to B then int ⊥ (A) ≤ int> (B) holds.
Example 1 A SAN is to be configured to manage IBM , HP and
Exxon information. A security policy is defined by the powerset lattice of these values with ordering relation ⊆. An application server that
is being used to securely process IBM and Exxon data has a security
interval [{}, {IBM, Exxon}] and an IBM dataset has security interval
[{IBM }, {IBM }].
4
An assurance level expresses the level of confidence in the capability of
an entity to properly meet its security requirements. An assurance policy
is a lattice of assurance levels, A, with partial ordering, ≤. The assurance
of a device may depend on the complexity of the device’s function, the
amount of testing that has been applied to the device, the frequency of
use, and the development methodology that has been used. For example,
A1 > B3 > B2 > B1 > . . . is the lattice of assurance ratings from [23].
Every entity, e, has an associated assurance rating, assur(e) ∈ A. An
off-the-shelf physical disk might have a low assurance rating; a multilevel
secure application system that has been formally evaluated might have a
high assurance rating, while a less formally developed embedded device
with very limited functionality might also have a high assurance rating.
The relationship between assurance levels and security intervals can
provide an indication of how much an entity with the given assurance
level should be relied upon. A low-assurance off-the-shelf physical disk
configured with security interval [{IBM }, {IBM }] can be relied upon
to manage single-level IBM data. However, the same disk should not be
configured with an interval [{IBM }, {IBM, HP }] as there is not sufficient assurance that it will reliably manage/separate the data between
these competing organizations. On the other hand, an off-the-shelf disk
configured with the interval [{}, {IBM, Exxon}] is sufficient to manage/separate the non-competing IBM and Exxon data.
We use a risk function to quantify the relationship between assurance
levels and security intervals. Given an assurance level, a, and a security
interval, [x, y], then the risk that the entity with assurance level a can be
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compromised is defined as risk([x, y], a) ∈ N. Note that, for simplicity,
we quantify risk by a natural number. The values for this function are
specified as part of the requirements for the configuration by the security
administrator.
Example 2 Consider the security policy from the previous example and
an assurance lattice, lo ≤ hi. There is a low security risk to using an
off-the-shelf disk for single level data and thus the risk is specified as:
risk([{IBM }, {IBM }], lo) = 1
risk([{HP }, {HP }], lo) = 1
risk([{Exxon}, {Exxon}], lo) = 1
There is a high security risk when using the same disk to manage/store
multilevel data from competing organizations:
risk([{}, {IBM, HP }], lo) = 40
risk([{}, {IBM, HP, Exxon}], lo) = 40
However, there is less of a risk using the off-the-shelf disk to store multilevel data from non-competing organizations:
risk([{}, {IBM, Exxon}], lo) = 10
risk([{}, {HP, Exxon}], lo) = 10
If we assume that a specialized high assurance disk will properly manage/partition data at different security classifications, then there is less
risk when using this disk to manage data from competing organizations:
risk([{}, {IBM, HP }], hi) = 10
risk([{}, {IBM, HP, Exxon}], hi) = 10
4
In providing a relationship between assurance levels and security intervals, the risk function provides a novel approach to characterizing
aggregation problems. This contrasts with the lattice based strategies
for Chinese Walls that are described in [8; 17; 21] which can be thought
as defining an (acceptable aggregation or not) binary risk relation.

5.

Configuring Secure SANs

A secure SAN is a SAN extended with the label-based security model.
In the context of our security model, configuring a SAN means searching
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for a configuration of the SAN devices that meets the specified security
policy, the applications’ data requirements and any service level agreement (SLA) that may have been agreed with the customers of the data,
and that has the least amount of risk possible.
Before the configuration process commences we require the following.
The security policy, that is, the lattice of security classes, SC, and
the risk function, risk.
The application requirements, that is, the security point intervals
of all datasets, int(data), and the set of streams that relate each
application to the datasets that it reads and writes.
A set of risk limitations in the form of a security class and a maximum risk threshold. These limitations correspond to a customer
requirements for an upper bound on the risk in storing one a particular security point class.
The device specifications, that is, the set of servers, controllers,
switches and disks that the SAN is to be configured from. For
each such device, e, we need its assurance level, assur(e).
Solving the configuration problem will result in finding values for the
partOf , serves, storedOn, runsOn and connects functions that define a
particular instance of a SAN system.

5.1

Defining Security Intervals

A dataset, data, is initially assigned a point interval, int(data) =
[x, x], representing the sensitivity of that dataset. This is a reasonable
assumption as datasets are passive entities that can only be manipulated
and will never themselves manipulate other datasets. Using the point
intervals of a set of datasets, it is possible to directly compute the interval
of an application that will access those datasets by means of streams:
int(app) = [(u set⊥ ), (t set> )], where,
set⊥ = {int⊥ (data) | (app, (op, Attr), data) ∈ STREAM ∧ op ⊇ {W }}
set> = {int> (data0 ) | (app, (op, Attr), data0 ) ∈ STREAM ∧ op ⊇ {R}}
Now, for a particular setting of the storedOn function, we can define the
security intervals of the logical volumes:
int(lv) = [(u set⊥ ), (t set> )], where,
set⊥ = {int⊥ (data) | data ∈ DATASET ∧ storedOn(data) = lv}
set> = {int> (data) | data ∈ DATASET ∧ storedOn(data) = lv}
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From the security intervals of logical volumes and given a particular
definition of the serves function, we can define the security intervals of
controllers:
int(ctr) = [(u set⊥ ), (t set> )] where,
set⊥ = {int⊥ (lv) | lv ∈ LV ∧ lv ∈ serves(ctr)}
set> = {int> (lv) | lv ∈ LV ∧ lv ∈ serves(ctr)}
Similarly, security intervals of disks may be defined based on the security
intervals of the logical volumes and a definition of the partOf function:
int(disk) = int(partOf (disk))
On the other hand, the security interval of an application server is defined based on the security intervals of its applications running and a
definition of the runsOn function:
int(srv) = [(u set⊥ ), (t set> )] where,
set⊥ = {int⊥ (app) | app ∈ APP ∧ runsOn(app) = srv}
set> = {int> (app) | app ∈ APP ∧ runsOn(app) = srv}
Finally, intervals of switches are computed from intervals of the devices they connect (i.e. other switches, controllers, disks and application
servers), given a definition of the connects function:
int(swt) = [(u set⊥ ), (t set> )] where,
set⊥ = µ swt0 .
({int⊥ (srv) | srv ∈ SERVER ∧ srv ∈ connects(swt)} ∪
{int⊥ (ctr) | srv ∈ CONTROLLER ∧ ctr ∈ connects(swt)} ∪
{int⊥ (swt0 ) | swt0 ∈ SWITCH ∧ swt0 ∈ connects(swt)})
set> = µ swt0 .
({int> (srv) | srv ∈ SERVER ∧ srv ∈ connects(swt)} ∪
{int> (ctr) | srv ∈ CONTROLLER ∧ ctr ∈ connects(swt)} ∪
{int> (swt0 ) | swt0 ∈ SWITCH ∧ swt0 ∈ connects(swt)})
The usage of the least-fixed point operator, µ, is required since the definition of int(swt) is recursive.
Example 3 Given the following dataset intervals:
int(data1 ) = [{IBM, Exxon, f oo}, {IBM, Exxon, f oo}]
int(data2 ) = [{IBM, f oo}, {IBM, f oo}]
int(data3 ) = [{f oo}, {f oo}],
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and the following streams
(app, ({R}, Attr1 ), data1 )
(app, ({R, W }, Attr2 ), data2 )
(app, ({W }, Attr3 ), data3 ),
then applications classified with intervals [{f oo}, {IBM, Exxon, f oo}]
can handle the above data using the streams indicated.
4

5.2

Optimal Configurations

After defining the security intervals, int(e), of every SAN entity, e,
as in the previous section, and given that entities have fixed assurance
levels, assur(e), then we can optimize he definitions of partOf , serves,
storedOn and connects. This can be formalized by saying that we are
looking for the choice of these functions that minimizes:
X
risk(int(e), assur(e))
(1)
∀e∈EN T IT IES

Individual customers may insist on a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
that limits the risk that their data is compromised. For example, a
customer may provide a security interval int SLA and a limit νSLA and
require that
X
risk(int(e), assur(e)) <= νSLA (2)
∀e∈EN T IT IES: int(e) ∩ intSLA 6= {}

The SLA assures the customer that the risk in the configuration for
storing their data is low enough.

6.

OPL Implementation

To test our understanding of this security and configuration model and
to test its usefulness, we implemented the model and used it to generate
the lowest risk configuration that meets the requirements. We decided
to use OPL for the implementation language because of its built-in logic
and search capabilities.
An OPL program consists of five pieces:
Input Data Model: Describes all the data that must be supplied
to define a particular instance of the problem to be solved. The
input data is generally validated to make sure that the request is
not obviously inconsistent.
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Variable Data Model: Describes the data that the program is to
determine values for.
Constraints: A set of relations that must hold between the variables and the input data. The number of these constraints can
depend on the input provided. If all the constraints hold for a particular assignment to the variable data, that assignment is called
a feasible solution.
Objective function: A function that is maximized or minimized
from among the feasible solutions. OPL reports new maxima or
minima as they are determined during the search process, finally
terminating when the search space of variable data has been exhausted.
Search procedure: An optional plan for how to find the optimal
solution. Typically this involves carefully choosing the order in
which the variable data is examined and noticing when further
changes will be ineffective.
The OPL input data consists of an instantiation of the Input Data
Model. The output of the OPL program is a sequence of successively
improving feasible solutions.
For this application, the Input Data Model is used to represent all
needed input: the security policy, the application requirements, any
SLA requirements, and the device specifications. We do validation of
the input data to ensure that the security class forms a lattice and that
the risk function is consistent with the lattice, and also to ensure that any
static requirements, e.g. requirements on the applications themselves,
are met.
The Variable Data Model is used to represent the interval for each
device and the SAN configuration functions, that is, storedOn, runsOn,
serves, partOf and connects. In the worst case, finding the optimal
configuration means examining every combination of values in the Variable Data Model, so it is very important to make sure that there is a
minimum of redundancy or over specification in the model.
The constraints fall into several categories:
Device interval constraints implement the formulas defined in the
previous section.
Configuration consistency constraints make sure that the configuration meets the basic requirements, for example, that each logical
volume is assigned enough disks to store the assigned datasets, that
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servers and controllers are all connected to switches, and switches
to each other.
Canonicalization constraints prune all but one equivalent configuration from the configuration space. This is important for reducing
the search space as discussed in [10].
SLA constraints ensure that the risk for a particular security class
is limited to the agreed value.
The final piece of the OPL program is the search method. In this case
it simply makes judicious choices about which part of the variable data
space to explore first. The primary issue in the search is to make sure
that the intervals are evaluated once the needed bits of the configuration
have been generated. Quick elimination of infeasible or less optimal
alternatives is the key to a fast running OPL application.

7.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a model of mandatory security for SANs.
The primary contribution in this paper is the development of a framework that can be used to calculate the lowest risk multilevel secure
configuration of a SAN. The risk function is configured to reflect the
probability of leakage and the cost of the consequences of the leakage
The ‘best’ configuration is determined by searching among the space of
all valid SAN configurations for the one with the minimum aggregate
risk. We also outlined an implementation of the configuration search in
OPL.
A label-based model is used to represent security in SANs. While conceptually simple, lattice/label-based models can be used to characterize
mechanisms that support a wide range of mandatory security requirements [2; 23; 9; 8; 16; 17; 21]. Therefore, we conjecture that the results
in this paper can be usefully applied to other more specific mandatory
protection models such as Role Based Access Control; this is a topic of
ongoing research.
The SAN security model extends the dual-label/partially trusted subject lattice model with the addition of a risk function. This function is
used to encode the level of risk associated with storing/managing combinations of information on entities evaluated to certain degrees of assurance. This is more flexible than the conventional assurance/evaluation
criteria approach [23]; the risk function is used to guide the generation
of a secure configuration within an acceptable degree/measure of risk.
However, like conventional evaluation criteria, there is the potential for
cascading channels [23] within the space of secure configurations. We
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are currently exploring how constraint-based techniques for removing
channel cascades [3] can be used to reduce the space of suitable configurations.
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